COVID-19 Protocols (as of 8.16.21)
terroir is requiring all guests* to show proof of vaccination,
to dine both indoors AND outdoors
(we will need to see any of the following:
your CDC card / a copy of your vaccination record - perchance you lost the CDC card that doesn’t fit in a wallet /
the NYS Excelsior Pass / the NYC COVID Safe App.)

*of course, kids under 12 years of age are yet to be vaccinated and we would love them to join you
for your repast at terroir…we just ask that they wear a mask when we are table-side.

Our Modus-Operandi:
-when we bid you welcome at the table,
we will then ask to see your proof of vaccination
-we will be wearing masks ourselves throughout service…
we are doing this because we want to take care of each other, first and foremost,
and then we want you to feel safe during our interactions.
NOTES:
-every staff member at terroir is fully vaccinated
-we installed a REME HALO unit in our AC system
(while the technology is beyond my understanding,
it apparently combines UV light with titanium oxide, creating highly reactive electrons;
these electrons combine with bacteria / viruses +++ and effectively oxidize the pollutant;
apparently, this REME HALO system has an efficacy of 99.9% against the SARS-CoV-2 virus)

-we have 3 AP500 plug-in units in our basement
to cover the Cellar Room / the prep kitchen / the storage areas / the locker room
(these perform the same function as the REME HALO unit)

We very much look forward to seeing you at terroir.
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SHERRY/MONTILLA…Spain has given us Gaudi / Don Quixote / Xavi and…

VERMOUTH…these aromatized wines cure all evils

APERITIF…these aromatized wines might not cure all evils

BEER…it’s beer, just drink it!
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DRY* RIESLING: yes, Riesling is always DRY…except when it is technically NOT
Riesling is just as DRY as every other grape / wine on the planet.
How DRY is Riesling? Well, so damn DRY that:
-Apostle Paul’s epistle to the Romans commends Riesling’s subjugation of residual sugar
*what does DRY mean: simply put, it is the virtual lack of residual sugar in the finished wine.
OR, the lack of perception of said residual sugar in a wine. Remember, we are dealing with taste which is the
most subjective thing on the planet. Also note: we can measure sugar in wine…see below numbers.

